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Upcoming HSLG AGM 2019
Our AGM is fast approaching, it takes place on Wednesday 4th September at 4.30pm in the
Ashling Hotel and all HSLG members are welcome to attend. The AGM will be followed by a
drinks reception in the Ashling Hotel which is an opportunity to relax and chat with colleagues.
We would love to have new members on our committee. It’s an exciting opportunity to work with
health librarians, share ideas and inspire others. Noreen McHugh joined the committee last year
and recently wrote a blog post (see below) about her first year on the committee for
https://hslgblog.wordpress.com/ If interested in joining our committee click here to download our
nomination form and submit by email before the 4th September. Alternatively you could submit a
completed nomination form to a committee member before the AGM begins. Each nominee
requires a proposer and a seconder, all of whom must be members of the Library Association of
Ireland. Minutes from our previous AGM is available here.

My experience of HSLG committee by Noreen
McHugh, Librarian, St. Michael Hospital
Having been successful in my election onto the HSLG
Committee at the AGM in June 2018, I was shortly to attend my
first HSLG committee meeting. It was proposed that I would be
the new treasurer and my experience to date has been positive
and informative. I remain impressed by the efficiency of the
HSLG committee in organising and delivering highly relevant
CPD events. I am pleased to see how accessible these events
are to Health Science Libraries staff through online booking and
subsidised attendance fees.
Membership on this committee has been an opportunity to
develop and demonstrate many competencies such as
teamwork, communication skills, budgeting and event
management. What I enjoy most is the support from the other
committee members. My “committee anxiety”, not dissimilar to
“library anxiety”, was unfounded. The readiness to value my
contributions (even if sometimes a bit sketchy) has increased my confidence in putting forward
proposals. If you are an ‘ideas’ person or would like to work on a committee where your
contribution is valued and your input appreciated, then I cannot recommend the HSLG
Committee highly enough.

Recent meeting at the Ashling Hotel

Members at AGM 2017
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National Health Library and Knowledge
Service (NHLKS) launch Borrowbox
Marie Carrigan, HSE Librarian
NHLKS recently launched Borrowbox, a new app for HSE staff that allows you to download and
read/listen to ebooks/eaudiobooks for free from our Healthy Ireland collection. All the books in the
collection have a focus on health and wellbeing and covers a wide range of topics e.g.
mindfulness, insomnia, parenting, retirement etc. NHLKS recently extended access to staff in St.
James’s Hosptial (SJH). In June there was a national Borrowbox launch in Dr. Steeven’s Library
attended by Dr Stephanie O’Keeffe (National Director, Strategic Planning and Transformation) and
Dr Ana Terrés (Assistant National Director for Research and Evidence). NHLKS libraries
nationwide have been busy promoting the app with local launches accompanied by a series of
health promotion events including talks, relaxation sessions, yoga in the library etc.

Borrowbox launch at MRH Portlaoise

Marie Carrigan demonstrates the
app to staff at St James’s

Borrowbox launch at Regional
Hospital Mullingar

Ana Terres, Stephanie O’Keefe
and Aoife Lawton at the
national launch in Dr. Steevens

Aoife Lawton and Diana Burgui at the
launch in St. James’s Hospital

Ronan Hegarty promotes the
app at Naas Hospital

Denise Duffy at Galway
University Hospital

Borrowbox launch in Merlin Park
University Hospital

Borrowbox launch at Sligo University
Hospital
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Four firm favourites for finding free images*
Niamh O’Sullivan, IBTS Library
*I’m partial to a bit of alliteration!
The four sites below are my go-to sites for finding free, high quality images for presentations and
publications. All the sites have searching capabilities, minimal advertising, easy to use interfaces
and do not require registration. They all make their images available under terms that allow you to
download, use, modify and distribute them for both commercial and
noncommercial purposes with no attribution required. However, it is
always good practice to cite your sources, so you may still wish to
provide an attribution and a link to the image itself or to the main
image site.
On each of the websites, I download the largest file size I can (see
example) to ensure that the quality of the image is high, both in print
and on screen.
Pixabay is my favourite free photo site as it features over 1 million
photos, videos illustrations and vector graphics. Make use of the
advanced search feature to filter results by media type, orientation, category, size and colour. Be
aware that the first row of search results contains paid images from Shutterstock, so avoid these if
you’re looking for free content. Pixabay licensing terms are here.
Pexels specialises in stock photography, with over 30,000 images in their library. At least 3000
new hand-picked photos are added each month. You can search by keyword, filter by popular
photos or browse through their many categories. Pexels licensing terms are here.
Pxhere has a similar look and feel to Pexels as it also provides a growing range of stock photos.
You can check out their collections, look through popular photos and search by keyword. After
searching there are a range of advanced options you can use to filter the results. Pxhere licensing
terms are here.
Unsplash has more than 200,000 photos contributed by their community of photographers. You
can search by keyword, view trending images
or browse through their collections. Unsplash
licensing terms are here.

Finding Free Images on Search
Engines
Remember that you can also find “free to use
images” on search engines like Google Images
or Bing Images via their “License” or “Usage
rights” filter usually found under Tools
By setting the license to “Labelled for non-commercial reuse”,
“Free to Use and Share” or “Creative Commons”; you limit
your search to free to use images only.

Finding Portrait and Landscape images
Find images with either a portrait, landscape or panoramic
orientation by using the “aspect ratio” in Google images
“Advanced Search” under Settings. Choose “Wide” for example when searching for an image for PowerPoint and “Tall” if
looking for an image for a portrait poster.
Under Advanced Search, you will also find a choice of sizes
under the “image size” option. Choose the largest size for the
best quality images.
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Sprint: How to Solve big problems and test new
ideas in five days by Jake Knapp.
Bantam Press, 2016.
Book review by Marie Carrigan, HSE EAST

At first glance you might think this is a sports book (heaven forbid!) but the full title reveals it’s
about solving big problems and testing new ideas in just 5 days. Now doesn’t that sound like a
very attractive proposition?
Author Jake Knapp, clearly outlines what a sprint is: it’s a ‘five day process for answering crucial
questions through protyping and testing ideas with customers’. The book acts as a practical guide
with each section divided into chapters outlining the crucials steps for each day of the process.
Knapp, is a self confessed “process geek’ obsessed with improving team processes. He first
designed the sprint technique when he worked for Google (he now works for Google Ventures and
runs sprints for startups) He became involved in group brainstorming and quickly realised that the
best ideas weren’t generated from the brainstorming sessions. He points out that individuals
working alone generate better solutions than groups brainstorming out loud. His solution for
solving problems is ‘No brainstorming, no shouting over one another, no deferring judgements so
wacky ideas can flouish. Instead you work individually, take your time and sketch’
In the opening chapters, Knapp shows you how you can prepare for your own sprint. A sprint
team includes a decider (usually a CEO, manager), a faciliator and a diverse team of 7 or fewer
people. On Day 1 you establish your long term goals and turn your problems into questions and
create a simple map which will be referred to throughout the week. Then you choose a focus for
your sprint. Knapp employs the ‘How Might We method’, to prioritise ideas generated from each
team member. Each person writes his/her notes, one at a time on sticky notes. At the end of the
day you’ll merge them, organise them and choose a handful of the most interesting ones. These
standout notes will help you make a decision about which part of the map to target. With this
technique you take notes in the form of a question begining with “How might we...?”
Knapp demonstrates clearly how you sketch ideas (Day 2) and develop prototypes (Day 3 and 4)
using many examples with illustrations from his own sprints. He shows that it’s possible to
prototype (fake) anything from ipads to medical clinics using a bit of imagination. The final day of
the Sprint is spent interviewing. This is an opportunity to test your prototype (product) on your
customer. He references Jakob Nielson, who pioneered the field of website usability. Nielson
posed the following question: how many interviews does it take to spot the most interesting
patterns? He discovered that 85% of problems were observed after just 5 people were interviewed
and concluded that testing with more people didn’t lead to greater discovery but more work.
This book show you how you can apply the sprint process for teams of any size, from startups to
big companies from teachers to nonprofits. Knapp asserts that the sprint technique can change
how your team works. ‘You’ll look for ways to turn discussions into tesetable hypohtheses. You’ll
look for ways to answer big questions, not someday but this week’ If you wish to run your on
sprint, this book is an essential read and includes a very useful checklist and detailed FAQ at the
back.
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LITE reading (library, information, technology and evidence)
Compiled by Mary Dunne, HRB
Scholarly communication


Hurrell C & Murphy JE (2019) An evidence based approach to supporting library staff
scholarly communication competencies, EBLIP, 14(2) 10.18438/eblip29570

https://journals.library.ualberta.ca/eblip/index.php/EBLIP/article/view/29570/22049
Scholarly communication, as defined by the Association of College and Research Libraries (2006), is
“the system through which research outputs are created, evaluated, disseminated, and preserved”.
Librarians in the University of Calgary were interested in assessing the frequency with which patrons
approached front line staff members with questions related to scholarly communication and
assessed whether or not staff members had adequate training and support to answer or
appropriately refer these questions.
Two interactive one-hour training sessions were designed and delivered to library staff members to
promote knowledge and awareness of common scholarly communication questions. The authors
found that two resources were invaluable for structuring this project. The profile developed by the
Joint Task Force on Librarians’ Competencies in Support of E--Research and Scholarly
Communication (2016) provided scholarly communication categories and competencies. Secondly,
the training scenarios developed by the COPPUL Scholarly Communications Working Group (2018)
provided compelling interactive scenarios for staff to engage and discuss key concepts and
challenging questions in scholarly communication.
Using three communications channels to collect data on scholarly communication transactions
proved to be successful and provided a broad overview of the types of interactions the library
received through chat, in person, email, or other means. They found that more frequent training
opportunities, and more outreach and engagement with front-line support staff would be beneficial.
References
Association of College and Research Libraries (2006). Principles and strategies for the reform of
scholarly communication 1. Retrieved from http://www.ala.org/acrl/publications/whitepapers/
principlesstrategies
Calarco P, Shearer K, Schmidt B & Tate, D (2016, June). Librarians’ competencies profile for
scholarly communication and open access. Retrieved from https://www.coar-repositories.org/
files/Competencies-for-ScholComm-and-OA_June-2016.pdf
COPPUL Scholarly Communications Working Group (2018). Talking to faculty and students
about open access. Retrieved from https://coppulscwg.files.wordpress.com/2018/05/talkingto-faculty-students-about-open-access-1.pdf


Ragon B (2019) Alignment of library services with the research lifecycle, JMLA, 107(3)
http://jmla.mlanet.org/ojs/jmla/article/view/595/875

This study sought to understand the needs of biomedical researchers related to the research
lifecycle and the present state of library support for biomedical research. The author found that
library services were strongest at the beginning and end of the research lifecycle but were weaker in
the conducting phase of research. Ragon’s qualitative data suggests that library services are on the
fringe of rather than integrated into the research lifecycle.
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LITE reading (library, information, technology and evidence)
Results from this study suggest that tradition-based service models of health sciences libraries are
insufficient to meet the needs of biomedical researchers. This study appears to confirm other
findings that researchers are unaware of the scope of library services that are available to them.
Thus, libraries may need to increase their attention to marketing, relationship building, and
collaboration.

Despite the discrepancies between researcher use of library support and services identified by
library leaders, libraries appear to be well positioned to integrate their support within the research
lifecycle. Investments by libraries in services that integrate with the conducting phase of research
are needed for libraries to remain relevant in their support of the research lifecycle.

Literature Searching


Sperr EV Jr (2019) Mind the gap: identifying what is missed when searching only the
broad scope with clinical queries, JMLA, 107(3)
http://jmla.mlanet.org/ojs/jmla/article/view/589

The PubMed Clinical Study Category filters are subdivided into “Broad” and “Narrow” versions that
are designed to maximize either sensitivity or specificity by using two different sets of keywords and
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH). The authors of this study compared citations for searches in
PubMed matching the query Filter/Narrow NOT Filter/Broad compared to Filter/Broad to compute the
number of Narrow citations missed. This was done for five Clinical Study Categories, MeSH terms
for ‘Medicine’ and ‘Diseases,’ as well as for a set of individual test searches.
The Clinical Study Category filters for Etiology, Clinical Prediction Guides, Diagnosis, and Prognosis
all showed notable numbers of Filter/Narrow citations that were missed when searching Filter/Broad
alone. This was particularly true for Prognosis, where a searcher could easily miss one Prognosis/
Narrow citation for every ten Prognosis/Broad citations retrieved.
The authors suggest that users of the Clinical Study Category filters (except for Therapy) should
consider combining Filter/Narrow together with Filter/Broad in their search strategy.


Burns CS, Shapiro RM II, Nix T & Huber JT (2019) Search results outliers among
MEDLINE platforms, JMLA, 107(3) http://jmla.mlanet.org/ojs/jmla/article/view/622

Objective: The authors investigated how search result counts varied when searching records
among five MEDLINE platforms (PubMed, ProQuest, EBSCOhost, Web of Science, and Ovid). Five
queries were designed to be logically and semantically equivalent and were modified only to match
platform syntax requirements. They compared PubMed’s MEDLINE result counts to counts from the
other platforms and identified outliers by measuring the result count deviations.

They found that Web of Science and ProQuest searches were the most likely to deviate from the
equivalent PubMed searches. Ovid’s results were the most consistent with PubMed’s but appeared
to apply an indexing algorithm that resulted in lower retrieval sets among equivalent searches in
PubMed. Web of Science exhibited problems with exploding or not exploding Medical Subject
Headings (MeSH) terms. They conclude that platform enhancements among interfaces affect record
retrieval and challenge the expectation that MEDLINE platforms should, by default, be treated as
MEDLINE.
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LITE reading (library, information, technology and evidence)
Snippets from JMLA & JEAHIL


Barr-Walker J, Bass MB, Werner DA, Kellermeyer L (2019) Measuring impostor phenomenon among health sciences librarians, JMLA, 107(3)
http://jmla.mlanet.org/ojs/jmla/article/view/644

Impostor phenomenon (also known as impostor syndrome) is the inability to internalize
accomplishments while experiencing the fear of being exposed as a fraud. The aim of this study was
to measure impostor phenomenon among health sciences librarians, who are often asked to be
experts in medical subject areas with minimal training or education in these areas.
2,125 eligible Medical Library Association members were emailed an online survey featuring the
Harvey Impostor Phenomenon scale.703 participants completed the survey (33% response rate),
and 14.5% of participants scored ≥42 on the Harvey scale, indicating possible impostor feelings.
Unsurprisingly, having an educational background in the health sciences was associated with lower
impostor scores. Age and years of experience were inversely correlated with impostor phenomenon,
with younger and newer librarians demonstrating higher scores.

One out of seven health sciences librarians in this study experienced impostor phenomenon, similar
to previous findings for academic librarians. Librarians and managers can work to recognize and
address this issue by raising awareness, using early prevention methods, and supporting librarians
who are younger and/or new to the profession.


Lauseng DL, Howard C, Johnson EM, AHIP (2019) Professional development in evidence-based practice: course survey results to inform administrative decision making,
JMLA, 107(3) http://jmla.mlanet.org/ojs/jmla/article/view/628/892

The authors of this study from University of Illinois at Chicago Library used an 18-question survey of
past participants of an online evidence-based practice course in order to (1) understand what course
content participants found valuable, (2) discover how participants applied their course learning to
their work, and (3) identify which aspects of EBP would be beneficial for future continuing education.
The asynchronous, self-paced, online course offered through the Medical Library Association began
in 2011. The most recent course content included the units:
“Evolution of EBP”
“Research study methodology”
“Developing the answerable question using Problem, Intervention, Comparison, Outcome (PICO)”
“Searching for the evidence in the literature”
“Introduction to critical appraisal”

“Use of Critically Appraised Topics (CATS)”
“Critically appraising the diagnostic literature”
“Critically appraising the therapy literature”
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LITE reading (library, information, technology and evidence)
29% of course participants responded to the survey. The most valuable topics were searching the
literature (62%) and developing a PICO question (59%). Critical appraisal was highly rated for further
professional development. 53% indicated change in their work efforts after participating in the
course. 97% noted interest in further EBP continuing education.
Respondents were asked about their interest in six potential topics for future CE opportunities.
Topics reflected a focus on either teaching EBP to others or actually performing EBP tasks. The
highest level of interest was in the topic of ‘Teaching evidence-based decision making,’ closely
followed by ‘Teaching critical appraisal skills’. The other popular topic was ‘Conducting critical
appraisals.’ The remaining topics, selected by less than half of the respondents, were “Teaching the
systematic review process,’ ‘Conducting systematic reviews,’ or ‘Conducting your own evidencebased research.’
Survey respondents found value in both familiar and unfamiliar EBP topics, which supported the idea
of using professional development for learning new concepts and reinforcing existing knowledge and
skills. When given the opportunity to engage in these activities, librarians can experience new or
expanded EBP work roles and responsibilities.


Harriss E & Roper T (2019) Talking about professional failure: what can we learn from
each other? JEAHIL, 15(2), 8-12 http://ojs.eahil.eu/ojs/index.php/JEAHIL/article/
view/316/297

This article presents a brief overview of the literature about professional failure, impostor syndrome,
perfectionism, burnout, and resilience, literature which informed a workshop at the EAHIL
Conference held in Cardiff, UK, on 12 July 2018. It shares the outcomes of the workshop of 20
participants, and includes suggestions for ways to manage professional failure.
The workshop gave participants a series of tasks beginning with answering ‘What does failure mean
to you?’ on a 3x5 card. Then joining different groups to discuss:


Participants’ moments of professional failure



Solutions to overcome or learn from professional failure



Personal and organisational attributes needed to learn from professional failure

Several papers from the literature about failure in libraries argue that we need to talk about our
failures in order to learn from them. This article provides an interesting way of doing so in a
supportive environment. The use of the free online tool called Mentimeter https://www.mentimeter.com/
as a way of collecting feedback may also be a useful tip. Participants were asked to give three words
to describe the workshop at the end of the last feedback and summary. A word cloud was then
generated. And, speaking of failure, the other feature article in this issue of JEAHIL,
How to find the right job or, at least, avoid the failure of choosing the wrong one, by Gerhard Bissels,
summarises anecdotal evidence based on personal experience. Perhaps a timely article at this era
of job opportunity.
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ASL & HSLG Summer Outing July 2019
Visit to 14 Henrietta Street.

Upcoming Library CPD/Events
4 September 2019. Writing and Publishing for Librarians Study Day. Ashling
Hotel, Dublin.
13 February 2020. HSLG Annual Conference. Ashling Hotel, Dublin.
15 - 21 August 2020. World Library and Information Congress (WLIC)
Convention Centre, Dublin.
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